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Hands-free or classical?

The Utopia video doorphone,
spoilt for choice.



OFFICEHOME

Much more than mere beauty.

Urmet’s Utopia video doorphone.

Dedicated to those who seek perfection in even the most minor

details of their home, to those inspired by the purity of design.

Dedicated to interior décor experts who seek to astonish with the

right touch of refined elegance.

Designed specifically for you, a video doorphone that combines a

passion for innovative technology with

startling, high class styling, that propos-

es delicate, clear-cut lines and refined

combinations of color and materials. 

From the drawing-board of architect

De Lucchi, designed and produced draw-

ing on Urmet’s experience.

With Utopia, you can unleash your

desire for forefront design and, at the same

time, treat yourself to state-of-the-art color

video doorphone technology.



The general characteristics
of the Hands-free versions
are identical to those of the
classical model.
The absence of the hand-set
reduces the profile of the video
doorphone even further: just
53 mm that become 16 mm in
the wall embedded version.
Utopia Hands-free is equipped
with back-lit audio and door
release buttons: the first is

green while the second is
amber. Backlighting remains
active for all the time during
which the display is on. Also,
pressing the audio key, the
green led beside the display
lights up. Utopia Hands-free
makes it possible to talk with
an outdoor station in two dif-
ferent ways: hands-free or
with the key pressed. In the
first case, the audio key is

Video doorphone with 4” TFT display that guar-
antees bright, perfect viewing from any angle.
Profile reduced to a mere 55mm.
A loudspeaker dedicated to the call guarantees
a loud, pleasant sound that can be adjusted
using a specific selector (high/low/mute) located
under the lower flap. The mute function
excludes the call and is highlighted by a green
led located to the side of the display. The door

Utopia classical

Utopia hands-free



UTOPIA VIDEO DOORPHONE

release key is backlit and
remains on while the display is
active. A red led alerts you
that the door may have been
left open. All the functions of
Utopia are adjustable: color
and brightness using sliders;
contrast using a trimmer
under the lower flap. Utopia
features 3 buttons for supple-
mentary services such as
opening of a secondary door or

switching on of the stair lights,
etc. 
With Urmet technology, you
can connect several video
doorphones in parallel and set
up intercom systems with up
to 4 appliances. Utopia with
hand-set can be used in all ana-
logue installations and digital
systems such as Digivoice and
2GO!

Elegance and discretion: Utopia’s volume contrast
and color adjustment controls are hidden 
under the fold-down flap.

pressed once only and then pressed again at the
end of the conversion; in the second case, the
audio key must be held down throughout the
conversation.
Under the sliding cover, Utopia features anoth-
er 2 buttons for auxiliary services that can be
used to open secondary entrances, to switch
on the stair lights, etc.
In the wall embedding version, Utopia is fas-
tened with a frame that makes it possible to hide
any rough edges left by previous installations.
The video doorphone can be used in combination
with video doorphones with hand-set in ana-
logue systems and in certain digital systems
such as, for example, the Digivoice.



No-one else 
offers you such a 

personal silhouette.

UTOPIA VIDEO DOORPHONE

An object of passion that is also easy to

install; just use the specific brackets and it

is immediately available.

Urmet Utopia is not a unrealizable

dream but a reality that oversteps imagina-

tion also because it is now available in a

Hands-free version.

Another of Utopia’s distinctive features

is its slim profile that reduces its overall

dimensions to a minimum and endows it

with an extremely personal silhouette.
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Ref. 1703/1

Ref. 1703/955

Ref. 1703/90

SPARES

■ ▲❱❰ Ref. 1703/1 Utopia color video doorphone with 4” TFT display
Dimensions: (W x H x D) 180 x 228 x 55 mm

■ Ref. 1703/90 Bracket for systems with coax cable

▲ Ref. 1703/955 Bracket for 5-wire systems without coax cable

❱❰ Ref. 1703/92* Bracket for Digivoice systems 

❱❰ Ref. 1703/82** Bracket for 2GO! systems

■ ▲❱❰ Ref. 1703/101 Hand-set with cord

■ ▲❱❰ Ref. 1703/2♦ Utopia color hands-free video doorphone with 4” TFT display
Surface-mounted dimensions: (W x H x D) 143 x 225 x 53 mm
Embedding dimensions: (W x H x D) 182 x 266 x 16 mm

■ ▲ Ref. 1703/60♦ Embedding box

■ Ref. 1703/91♦ Bracket for coax systems

❱❰ Ref. 1703/93♦♦ Bracket for Digivoice systems 

* available from June 2005
**available from July 2005
♦ available from September 05
♦♦ available from October 05

VIDEO DOORPHONE 
WITH HAND-SET

ACCESSORIES

HANDS-FREE 
VIDEO DOORPHONE

ACCESSORI
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1 Auxiliary buttons

2 Contrast adjustment
trimmer

3 Brightness adjustment
trimmer

4 Colour adjustment
trimmer

5 Call tone adjustment
trimmer

6 Door opener button

7 Mute function led

8 Open door led

9 Hands-free button

10 Audio-on button

✔ For all systems ■ Coax video systems ▲ “5 wire” video systems ❱❰ Digital systems

Urmet Domus S.p.A. reserves the right to change 
the features of the illustrated products. 
This publication is not contractually binding.

URMET DOMUS S.p.A.
10154 Torino (ITALY) Via Bologna, 188/C
Switchboard Telef. +39 011.24.00.000  
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